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We should respond to Paul. Let's discuss this.To: david_marwell @ jfk-arrb.gov ("David Marwell") @ 

internetcc: (bcc: David Marwell/ARRB)From: paulhoch @ uclink4.berkeley.edu (Paul L. Hoch) @ Internet @ 

WORLDCOM Date: 01/06/97 04:57:18 PM CSTSubject: My submissions to the BoardDavid - The message 

below may not have gone through, since I guessed at Mr.Wray's e-mail address when I sent it last month. You 

are the only stafferI have met for whom I have a valid address. Being away from Washington, and reluctant to 

just drop in (by phone)on you unannounced, I have little knowledge of what the Board is doing,other than 

from your press releases. Thus, I don't know which parts of thematerial I have sent you (if any) have been 

particularly useful, and whatapproach I should take for future submissions (if any). I have asked for the Board's 

FY 1996 report when it becomes available.It might answer some of my questions. With best wishes for the 

new year,Paul-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=Mr. Wray - I would 

appreciate the opportunity to make contact with you informally. Basically, I would like to know how I can be 

most helpful to the Boardover the next year. Please let me know if you would like additional documents or 

commentsrelating to material I have already submitted. This applies both to my letter to you on to military 

records, datedSeptember 4, 1996, and to any other letters to the Board which have beenpassed on to you. 

(My latest letter, dated October 9, was on the Odioincident). If it would be more appropriate for another staff 

member to contactme, that would be fine. I think Jeremy Gunn and David Marwell are the onlyremaining 

staffers I have talked to at length, now that Tom Samoluk andAnne Buttimer have moved on. I'm sure you are 

all as overworked as I am in my day job, but Icertainly would appreciate hearing from you. We could set up a 

phone appointment, or I can be reached by e-mail orphone (O: 510-642-6663; H: 510-525-1980; both have 

answering machines). Thanks,Paul L. Hoch
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